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Development Trend of Recommender Systems

● Recommender Systems have advanced from shallow models to deep models and now entering 
the stage of big models (or foundation models).
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Development Trend of Recommender Systems

● In retrospect of the past decades, we can summarize the development trend of recommender 
systems as a more comprehensive system that accommodates

○ more diverse features
■ For feature engineering / learning: 

● user-item interaction records -> 
● rich contextual features -> 
● directly utilize raw data contains natural language

○ wider spectrum of application scenarios
■ For real-world applications: 

● user-item matching-based recommendation, rating prediction, CTR prediction ->
● sequential recommendation, session-based recommendation, conversational 

recommendation, explainable recommendation
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Motivation
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● Though achieving great success, current recommendation systems still need to design specific 
model architectures & training objectives for different recommendation tasks

● Since recommendation tasks usually share a common user–item pool and have overlapping 
contextual features

● It’s promising to merge more recommendation tasks into a unified framework thus they can 
implicitly transfer knowledge and better benefit each other



Motivation (Cont’d)
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● Considering language is a powerful medium to describe and represent various problems / tasks 
as well as the rich natural language raw data

● We believe language models are a good candidate for building such unified framework for 
recommender systems and can enable recommendation models a better generalization ability

● Challenges: how to convert all data (such as user-item interactions, item metadata, and user 
reviews) & different tasks into a common format – natural language sequence

● We get inspiration from recent progress in multitask prompt-based training with large language 
models



Multitask Prompt-based Training with LLMs
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A Unified Pretrain, Personalized Prompt & Predict Paradigm (P5)
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● Learns multiple recommendation related tasks 
together through a unified 
sequence-to-sequence framework

● Formulates different recommendation 
problems as prompt-based natural language 
tasks

● User–item information and corresponding 
features are integrated with personalized 
prompt templates as model inputs



Main Advantage of P5
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● Immerses recommendation models into a full language environment; Thanks to the flexibility and 
expression ability of language, there is no need to design feature-specific encoders

● P5 treats all personalized tasks as a conditional text generation problem: one data format, one 
model, one loss for multiple recommendation tasks

● P5 attains sufficient zero-shot performance when generalizing to novel personalized prompts or 
unseen items in other domains



Challenges to Adopt Multitask Prompt-based Training to Recommendation
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1. What tasks are covered by P5?

2. How to represent user preferences and item features in P5?

3. How to design personlized prompts for different recommendation tasks?

4. What architecture to use as backbone for P5?

5. How to conduct training and inference of P5?



C1. Recommendation Tasks Covered by P5
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● P5 currently covers 5 different task families
○ rating prediction
○ sequential recommendation
○ explanation generation
○ review-related
○ direct recommendation

● But is not limited these five task families, can 
be easily and flexibility extended with new 
personalized prompts



C2. Represent Personalization in Prompts
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● Definition of personalized prompts
○ a prompt that includes personalized fields for different users and items

● User’s preference can be indicated through
○ a user ID number (e.g., “user_23”)
○ a description of the user such as name, gender, age, etc

● Item field can be represented by
○ an item ID number (e.g., “item_7391”)
○ item metadata that contains detailed descriptions



C3. Design of Personalized Prompt Templates
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C3. Personalized Prompts
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● Design various personalized prompts for each category can help improve P5’s generalization ability; Finally, we 

created 47 personalized prompts to cover 5 task families

● Then we can construct training prompts from personalized prompt templates by simply filling raw data:



A Unified Pretrain, Personalized Prompt & Predict Paradigm (P5)
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C4. Architecture of P5
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● P5 is built on top of pretrained T5 checkpoints (to enable P5 basic ability for language 
understanding), so P5 is a sequence-to-sequence model

● By default, we use multiple sub-word units to represent personalize fields (e.g., [“item”, “_”, “73”, 
“91”])

● To help the model to understand [“item”, “_”, “73”, “91”] is a complete field, we apply whole-word 
embedding in P5



C5. Pretraining & Inference of P5
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● Like other text-to-text model, the encoder takes input sequence and decoder autoregressively 
generates next words:

○ Autoregressive LM loss is shared by all tasks:

● As a result, we unify recommendation tasks with one model, one loss, and one data format

● Inference with pretrained P5 on seen or unseen prompts / items
○ For rating, explanation, and review tasks, we simply use greedy decoding to generate 

answer
○ For sequential recommendation, we apply beam search to generate a list of potential next 

items and evaluate it under the all-item setting
○ For direct recommendation, we predict the recommended items from a candidate set, and 

also use beam search to decode a list of potential target items with the highest scores and 
then conduct evaluation



Research Questions
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1. How does our unified P5 framework perform compared with task-specific methods on all five 
task families?

2. Does P5 have enough zero-shot generalization ability when transferring to unseen 
personalized prompts for either existing or new items?



RQ1: Performance of P5
Rating Prediction: Sequential Recommendation:
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Explanation Generation:



RQ1: Performance of P5 (Cont’d)
Review-base Preference 
Prediction:
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Direct Recommendation:

Review Summarization:

Concluion: P5 achieves promising performances on the five task families when taking seen prompt 
templates as model inputs



RQ2: Zero-shot Generalization of P5
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Part 1: Transfer to Unseen Personalized Prompts

Concluion: Multitask prompted pretraining empowers P5 enough robustness to understand unseen prompts 
with wording variations

Sequential Recommendation:

Direct Recommendation:

Explanation Generation:



RQ2: Zero-shot Generalization of P5 (Cont’d)
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Part 2: Transfer to Items in New Domain

Example Zero-shot Prompts:



RQ2: Zero-shot Generalization of P5 (Cont’d)
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Part 2: Transfer to Items in New Domain

Concluion: P5 still maintains sufficient performances for most tasks such as rating prediction, 
like/dislike prediction, as well as explanation generation with feature word



RQ2: Zero-shot Generalization of P5 (Cont’d)
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Concluion: P5 is able to catch different users’ rating preferences and hint feature words, then integrate 
them with the knowledge learned from previous domain to generate plausible explanations



Conclusions
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● P5: unifies different recommendation tasks into a shared language modeling and natural 
language generation framework

● List of personalized prompts: covers five recommendation task families -> all raw data are 
transferred to the same format

● P5 beats or achieves similar performances with several task-specific representative 
approaches

● P5 shows the generalization ability on performing zeroshot transfer to new items, new 
domains, and new personalized prompts

● In the future, P5 can be further extended to more diverse modalities and personalized tasks



Thanks for listening!


